NLP Hypnosis Centre
A Passion For Positive Change!

http://www.nlphypnosiscentre.com/

NLP Hypnosis Centre Bill-of-Rights

Contact Information:

My name is Olivier Hidalgo. You may contact at my office or my phone 519-495-6405. 151B York Street, London, Ontario Canada N6A 1A8. By appointment only or by email at ohidalgo@nlphypnosiscentre.com

NLP Hypnosis Centre – www.nlphypnosiscentre.com is owned by Olivier Hidalgo and registered in Ontario, Canada. I was trained in hypnotism by Gilles Bernard, Certified Hypnotist Instructor by NGH from London Hypnotherapy in London, Ontario. I’m a Certified Consulting Hypnotist and a Certified Member of the National Guild of Hypnotists and I do annual continuing education to maintain my training at a high level.


I’m also a Certified Life Coach, Certified Time-Based, and a Certified Neuro-Linguistic Practitioner by Ronda Degaust a Certified NLP Trainer from Life Potential Developments.

I'm a certified member of National Guild of Hypnotist and NLP Global Standards.

Notice: “BASED ON MY PRESENT KNOWLEDGE THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO” HAS NOT ADOPTED ANY EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING STANDARDS FOR THE PRACTICE OF CONSULTING HYPNOTISM. THIS STATEMENT OF CREDENTIALS IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. Hypnotism is a self-regulating profession and its practitioners are not licensed by state governments. I’m not a physician nor a licensed health care provider and may not provide medical diagnosis nor recommend discontinuance of medically prescribed treatments. If a client desires a diagnosis or any other type of treatment from a different practitioner, the client may seek such service at any time. In the event my services are terminated by a client, the client has a right to coordinated transfer of services to another practitioner. A client has the right to refuse hypnotist services at any time. A client has the right to be free of physical, verbal or sexual abuses. A client has a right to know the expected duration of the sessions, and may assert any without retaliation.

I’m a certified member of National Guild of Hypnotists (ID No. 45900), and practice in accordance with its Code of Ethics and Standards. If you ever have a complaint about my services or behaviour that I cannot resolve for you personally, you may contact the National Guild of Hypnotists at P.O. Box 308, Merrimack, NH 03054-0308, (603) 429-9438, to seek redress. Other services than my own may be available to you in the community. You may locate such providers in the telephone book.
Fees: The charge for my regular fees are:

In office session: $75 for session (around 60 minutes) (Regular Fee)
Online: $75 for session (around 60 minutes)
Visit to your home, business : (around 60 minutes). $75 within London Area. $125 within 300 Km from my office. More than that please call 519-595-6405

Fees subject to HST.

Free Initial Screening Consulting and Confidential Session: between 15-30 minutes. So we, you and I, can decide if we can continue the sessions. This is only a information consulting session.

You will be given a 30 days notice of any changes in my fees.

Confidentially: I will not release any information to anyone without a written authorization from you, except as provide by law. You have a right to be allowed access to my written record about you.

Insurance: I suggest you think of my services as something that you will pay personally. That will both protect your privacy and help you value the work you are doing more. In general, insurance companies do not like to cover hypnotic services, and I caution you not to expect them to do so.

NLP Hypnosis Code of Ethics

Olivier Hidalgo is a member of the NGH, National Guild Of Hypnotists.

The National Guild Of Hypnotists requires its members to conform to the following ethical principles, and shall hold all members accountable for any departure from these principles.

● Client Welfare: Members shall make the physical and mental well-being of each client a prime consideration.

● Client Safety: Members shall not engage in verbal, physical or sexual abuse of any client.

● Practice Limits: Members shall use hypnotism strictly within the limits of their training and competence and in conformity to the laws of their state or province.

● Advertising: Members should be truthful in their advertising.

● Referred Practice: Members shall engage in hypnotic work with a client regarding a medical or mental disease only with written referral from and appropriately license medical or mental health professional, except otherwise provide by state/province law.

● Colleagues: Members shall treat hypnotist colleagues without defamation.

● Reasonable Practice: Members shall withhold non-referred hypnotic work with a client services if a client’s behaviour, appearance or statements would lead a reasonable person to believe that
the client should be evaluated by a licensed health care professional. Members shall provide services to such clients only after evaluation and with the approval of the licensed health care professional.

My approach: It is a team work. I’m here to coach you and guide you. Hypnosis techniques work but only when it is a team work. I cannot make you do something. It is your decision and I’m here to help you.

My goal is to help you reach your personal and business goals. I'm here to help you, guide you and teach you, but at the end reaching or not your goals is your responsibility. I use Consulting Hypnotism strictly within the limits of my training and competence and in conformity to the laws and regulations in Ontario, Canada.

_______________________________           ____________________________________
Full Name                      Signature

Date: ________________________

London, Ontario Canada